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Abstract
Facial Attributes Analysis and Applications
Xudong Liu
Facial attributes are one of the most powerful descriptors for personality attribution. In
the area of computer vision, researchers have worked on the extraction and use of attributes
in face recognition. Facial attribute recognition is conventionally computed from a single
image. In practice, it is quite common to capture multiple still images for each subject or to
acquire a video of a subject with a number of image frames. Thus it is not rare to encounter
the situation of having multiple still images or video frames of the same subject. Then it
is quite natural to request a unique set of attributes about the subject given multiple face
images. Naturally, how to compute the attributes given multiple images of the same subject?
Firstly, we explore whether the inconsistency exists among the attributes computed from
multiple face images of the same subject. The inconsistency can be caused by the variations
in images, such as the face image quality changes. Then we develop methods in view of
probabilistic condence and image quality to address the inconsistency. Experimental results
show that the proposed methods can handle facial attribute estimation on either multiple
still images or video frames, and can correct the incorrectly annotated labels.
In addition, by computing the correlation between the facial attributes and the beauty
score, we developed an application about mining semantic descriptions from facial attributes
for beauty understanding. The facial beauty description is constructed from facial attributes.
This is a totally data-driven method to address facial beauty instead of the psychology study.
After analyzing beauty features, we adopt these features to the original facial images for
testing the beauty dierence. Experimental results indicate that the beauty semantics are
reasonable and benecial for the beauty modication.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Facial attributes are one of the most powerful descriptors for personality attribution
[6]. In the area of computer vision, researchers have worked on the extraction and use of
attributes in various tasks, such as object detection and classication [4, 7{10], as well as
face recognition [11{14]. Facial attributes are benecial for multiple applications, including
face verication [15{17] identication [18], and face image search [19]. It is even shown that
gender classication can be improved [20] by exploiting the existence of dependencies among
gender, age and other facial attributes.
Facial attributes are usually computed from a single face image, e.g., [3,15,21,22]. How-
ever, we are interested in a related but dierent problem: How to compute the attributes
given multiple face images of the same subject? In other words, our interest is to extract
subject-based attributes, rather than the traditional single-image-based attributes.
In practice, it is quite common to capture multiple still images for each subject or to
acquire a video of a subject with a number of image frames of the subject. Thus it is not
rare to encounter the situation of having multiple still images or video frames of the same
subject. Then it is quite natural to request a unique set of attributes about the subject given
multiple face images, which is also benecial for face recognition.
One possible way to derive the attributes from multiple images is to compute the at-
tributes from each image and then get one common description of the subjects. This ap-
proach may raise an issue: Is there any inconsistency among the attributes computed from
the single image? And if the inconsistency exists, how to address it? All these questions will
2be addressed in this thesis.
On the other hand, facial attributes are good feature to describe the appearance of a
person. Another interesting study in this thesis is about mining semantic descriptions from
these facial attributes for beauty understanding.
Facial beauty has a large and diverse eect on human social activities, from mate choices
to decision about hiring and social exchange [23]. For example, attractive people have more
dates than less attractive people [24], and people are more satised with their dates who
are more attractive [25]. Researchers also pointed out that attractive people have higher
opportunities to be hired than less attractive individuals [26]. Furthermore, attractiveness
even can inuence judgments about the seriousness of committed crimes [27].
Over centuries, facial beauty has been an open target to psychologists, philosophers, and
artists. A signicant portion of studies focused on the perception of facial beauty. What
is Beauty? Psychologists have studied a diverse range of factors from symmetry [28{31],
averageness [32{34], sexual dimorphism [35,36], to some other personality attributions [37].
While the studies of beauty from psychology are moving forward, computer scientists
have focused on applications of facial beauty based on above ndings. Researchers have
designed many advanced image processing algorithms applied for beautication [1, 38{45].
The main idea is analyzing the attractive facial geometry.
Features, like shape ratio, symmetry, texture, etc. Then they train a beauty model using
machine learning methods, such as SVR (Support Vector Regression), KNN (K-Nearest
Neighbors) and so on. Facial beauty prediction also attracts considerable attention [46{
49]. Researchers extract dierent features, like LBP (Local binary patterns), Gabor, AAM
(Active Appearance Model), then train auto-raters using supervised learning. The beauty
scores are collected by individual ratings, as labels.
These beautication and beauty prediction studies signicantly rely on the concept of
beauty, which is dened by psychology. In other words, computer researchers concentrate
more on facial geometry features based on related psychology work. In this thesis, we propose
a novel study, demonstrating the correlation between facial beauty and some specic facial
attributes (e.g., Arched Eyebrows, Nose size, etc.). This study is possible due to the big
data explosion in recent years. In the overview illustrated in Fig.1, we rst deploy a deep
3convolutional neural network (CNN) to obtain a large set of the facial attribute. Then we
study the correlation between the big data of attributes and two large datasets of rated
beauty [1, 2]. We demonstrate both consistency and inconsistency between psychological
studies arches and our results from statistical analysis. After analyzing the correlation, we
believe that our attributes can also stimulate psychology study and make beauty research
more convincing.
1.1 Proposal Outline
In this thesis, we are solving the problems on facial attributes estimation in multiple
images, and mining semantic descriptions for beauty understanding using facial attributes.
There are ves chapters in this thesis.
Deep training for facial attributes prediction is the rst step for these studies. Therefore,
Chapter 2 introduces deep learning for attributes prediction. It reviews the current deep
learning technology for facial attributes training. We propose our deep model outperforms
several works. The details of deep training are described in this Chapter 2.
The study for facial attributes in multiple images is addressed in Chapter 3. We explore
the inconsistency exists among the attributes computed from multiple images of the same
subject. The inconsistency can be caused by the variations in images, such as the face image
quality changes. Two methods are developed to address the inconsistency. Given these
methods, the unique facial attribute can be computed.
Chapter 4 discusses the semantic description for facial beauty understanding. The cor-
relation between the beauty score and facial attribute is studied. The beauty semantics are
generated by the experimental results.
Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the discoveries made in this thesis.
1.2 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
 A new problem is proposed, i.e., computing the subject-based attributes in contrast to
4the traditional single-image-based. The inconsistency problem is raised when multiple face
images are given.
 Two approaches are developed to address the inconsistency issue among multiple im-
ages.
 The correlation between facial beauty and distinct facial attributes is studied.
 We categorize the face attributes based on beauty level, which is benecial for both
face image beautication and medical plastic surgery.
 A new nding of approach that agrees with previous facial beauty studies especially
in psychology, and we address some discrepancy between and experimental results and the
psychology studies.
5Chapter 2
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
for Facial Attributes Training
2.1 Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have outperformed a series of image recog-
nition challenges [4, 8, 50, 51]. From 2012 to 2015, all winners of the ImageNet ILSRVC
challenge, which consists of 1000 classes with millions images, developed improved CNNs
architecture. Based on the big success of that challenge, deep CNNs have been becoming
particularly popular in computer vision community. A typical deep CNNs could have the
architecture : Input - Convolution - Activation Function - Pooling -FC as shown in Figure
2.1.
While facial attributes prediction in the wild is a challenging task because of the unfa-
vorable face variations, it is critical and benecial for face recognition. Kumar et al. [15]
employed face attributes for face verication using binary classiers trained to recognize the
presence or absence of describable visual appearance (face attributes). They rst extract
low-level features from dierent regions by hand-labeling and used AdaBoost to learn the
helpful features. Dierent features were learnt for each facial attribute, and an SVM with
RBF kernel is trained as the classier for each attribute. Their approach is timing consum-
ing and inecient especially in feature extraction processing. Due to the recent advances in
GPUs and deep CNNs, Liu et al. [3] cascaded two CNNs, Localization Network (LNet) for
6Figure 2.1: The initial volume stores the raw image pixels (left) and the last volume stores
the class scores (right). Each volume of activations along the processing path is shown as a
column. [52]
face localization and Attribute recognition network (ANet) for attributes prediction, which
are ne-tuned jointly with attributes labels. LNet rst locate the face region and ANet is
trained to extract attribute features, which are fed into SVMs for nal attributes prediction.
They have achieved state-of-the-art performance for 40 face attributes prediction tested on
CeleA and LFWA, respectively.
Figure 2.2: The pipeline of attribute prediction from [3]
Using CelebA [3], Zhong et al. [21] compared dierent features from dierent CNN layers
and gained a better performance on face attributes prediction using the mid-level CNN
7feature. More recently, Rudd et al. [22] proposed a novel mixed domain adaptive optimization
network (MOON) for facial attribute recognition. The architecture is developed for multi-
task recognition using one single deep CNN and advances the facial attribute recognition.
2.2 Attributes Training using Deep CNNs
GoogLenet [4] achieved the state-of-the-art for classication and detection in ImageNet
Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2014 (ILSVRC14). The network is 22 layers deep
(only counting layers with parameters) with nine Inception blocks. The proposed architec-
ture, is a good trick for dimension reduction using 1*1 kernel and make it possible to increase
the depth while saving the computational resource, named Inception as shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Inception module with dimensionality reduction [4].
Based on the performance on ImageNet, we deployed GoogLenet as the main architecture
for attribute training. The attributes model is trained from scratch using CelebaA database.
Following the protocol [3], which has three separated parts: 160,000 images of 8,000 identities
are used for deep training, and the images of another 20,000 of 1,000 identities are employed
to train the random forest. The remaining 20,000 images of 1,000 identities are used for
testing.
82.2.1 Data Preprocessing
Before feeding images into deep CNNs, preprocessing is needed for the specic size of
the face images. There are four steps for images preprocessing: face detection, landmarks
detection, alignment, cropping. Constrained Local Model (CLM) [5] is used for face and
landmark detection. After detection, 68 landmarks are provided as shown in Figure 2.4 .
Given landmarks, the eye locations are set to [92,129] (left eye center) and [163,129] (right
eye center) for alignment and then crop the images with the size of 256 *256.
Figure 2.4: Landmark Detection using CLM [5]
2.2.2 Training Settings
As mentioned, we employ GoogLeNet [4] architecture for attributes training. For the
experiment settings, the images and 40 attribute labels are stored as hdf5 les before feeding
into deep CNNs using Cae framework. Sigmoid cross-entropy is used as the loss function,
9Figure 2.5: Image preprocessing: detection, alignment,cropping
Figure 2.6: Overview for Attributes Training
the base learning rate is set 10 5 and reduced by a polynomial decay with gamma equals 0.5.
The momentum is set to 0.9 and the weight decay equals 2  10 4. The number of iterations
for attribute training is set to 6  105 with the batch size of 64 using a single Titan-X GPU.
Features are extracted from FC layer, and then we trained 40 random forest classiers for
attribute estimation. The overview of the training process is shown in Figure 2.6.
Loss function:
L =   1
n
X
[ylna+ (1  y) ln (1  a)] ; (2.1)
where y denotes as the labels and a denotes as the outputs.
In addition, random forest not only can mostly avoid over-tting compared to the single
10
decision tree but also does not need tons of parameters to tune as SVM. For these reasons, we
deploy random forest algorithm as our classier to estimate the attributes. Random forest is
much faster than SVM in our practice. After optimization of these models, we have achieved
88% accuracy over the 40 facial attributes, which is comparable to the state-of-the-art.
Table 2.1: Attributes Performance on CelebA.
Attributes Liu et al. [3] Ours Attributes Liu et al. [3] Ours
5 o Clock Shadow 91 90 Black Hair 87 88
No Beard 95 91 Straight Hair 73 79
Blond Hair 95 95 Gray Hair 97 97
Wavy Hair 80 74 Attractive 81 79
Heavy Makeup 90 88 Pale Skin 91 96
Bags Under Eyes 79 80 Brown Hair 80 82
Pointy Nose 72 71 Wearing Hat 99 98
Bushy Eyebrows 90 92 Male 98 95
Wearing Lipstick 93 91 Bangs 95 94
Mouth Slightly Open 92 75 Rosy Cheeks 90 93
Big Lips 68 67 Double Chin 92 95
Sideburns 96 95 Wearing Necktie 71 86
Eyeglasses 99 99 Narrow Eyes 81 85
Goatee 95 95 Arched Eyebrows 79 81
Oval Face 66 70 Blurry 84 95
Wearing Earrings 82 84 High Cheekbones 87 83
Bald 98 98 Receding Hairline 89 92
Chubby 91 95 Wearing Necklace 71 86
Mustache 95 96 Big Nose 78 79
Young 87 84 Smiling 92 85
Average 87 88
11
Figure 2.7: GoogLenet Architecture [4]
12
Chapter 3
Attributes in Multiple Facial Images
3.1 Introduction
Figure 3.1: Overview of facial attributes inconsistency.
Facial attribute recognition is conventionally computed from a single image [3,15,21,22].
In practice, each subject may have multiple face images. Taking the eye size as an example, it
13
should not change, but it may have dierent estimation in multiple images, which would make
a negative impact on face recognition. Thus, how to compute these attributes corresponding
to each subject rather than each single image is a profound work. To address this question,
we explore the inconsistency issue among the attributes computed from each single image
after deploying deep training for facial attributes prediction as described in Chapter 2.
Two approaches are developed to address the inconsistency issue in Section 3.3. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed methods can handle facial attribute estimation
on either multiple still images or video frames, and can correct the incorrectly annotated
labels. The experiments are conducted on two large public databases with annotations of
facial attributes.
3.2 Inconsistence Measure
We study the problem of face attribute inconsistency on multiple images from the same
subject. Through experiments, we found that there exits inconsistency. To quantify the in-
consistency, we propose to measure the inconsistency degrees, named Inconsistence Measure
(IM).
Suppose there are L subjects, where L = 1; 2; 3; : : :. For the l-th subject, there are Nl
images, where
LP
l=1
Nl = N , N = 1; 2; 3; : : :. The i-th image of the l-th subject is denoted as
Sil , where
P
i=1
Sil = Nl. Here we dene the binary classication:
fj(S
i
l ) =
(
1; if jth attribute is true
0; otherwise;
(3.1)
where j denotes the attribute index, j=1,2,3,. . . ,40. Then the number of positive and nega-
tive prediction results can be caculated for each attribute from each subject.
Cjl (1) =
NlX
i=1
fj(S
i
l ): (3.2)
Cjl (0) = Nl  
NlX
i=1
fj(S
i
l ): (3.3)
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Accordingly, a ratio to measure the portion between the positive and negative can be
computed:
Rjl = maxfCjl (1); Cjl (0)g=Nl; (3.4)
where R 2 [0.5,1]. If there are half positive and half negative attribute results, R equals
0.5, which means that attribute has the most inconsistent issue, whereas that attribute is
consistent when R equals 1. R is a basic measure for the inconsistency issue. To have a
better measure, we re-scale and re-formula the ratio, as shown in (3.5) and (3.6).
IM jl 0 = (Rjl   0:5)=0:5  100: (3.5)
IM jl = 100  IM jl 0; (3.6)
where IM 2 [0,100]. The IM values can indicate the inconsistency degrees. The larger
the IM, the more inconsistent the attribute. Accordingly, for the j-th attribute, IM can be
calculated for all subjects:
IM j =
1
L
LX
l=1
IM jl : (3.7)
From equation (3.6), there will be no inconsistency when IM is zero. The higher IM indi-
cates more inconsistency of an attribute. It is not dicult to understand that the attribute
inconsistency will inuence the face recognition performance for any attribute-based face
recognition systems. For example, one person should have had the high cheekbone attribute,
but it disappears because of occlusion reason during a short period of a video. Considering
this problem, we propose two approaches to address the issue of attribute inconsistency in
multiple images.
3.3 Methods to Address Inconsistency
To address the inconsistency issue, we develop two dierent approaches. The rst one
is based on a probabilistic condence, and the other is to consider the image quality. Both
15
methods combine the estimation from multiple images, and eventually, improve the attribute
prediction performances at the subject level.
3.3.1 Probabilistic Condence Criterion
Binary classiers can be used for attribute recognition for each single image. Intuitively,
an ecient classier will not only be able to make the correct prediction but also has the
highest condence. Following this idea, we check the condence of the result. The estimation
of facial attributes trained on the CelebA achieves a comparable performance to the state-of-
the-art [22](see Chapter 2), which means we have trained good deep features. Subsequently,
binary classier descriptors play an equally signicant role in the nal result. In this work,
we deployed the random forest as the classier.
We used 40 random forest models as the classier descriptors. Random forest is made of
plenty of decision trees. We generate each probability from these binary classiers' outputs,
denoted as P [fj(S
i
l ) = 1] and P [fj(S
i
l ) = 0], and dene condence as:
Confidenceijl =
P [fj(Sil ) = 1]  P [fj(Sil ) = 0] ; (3.8)
then, the representation of the l-th subject for the j-th attribute is computed as following:
Subjl = argmax
i2Nl
Confidenceijl : (3.9)
As a consequence, we extract the most condent image representation for each subject.
We then select the result from the highest condence as the subject's attribute.
3.3.2 Image Quality Criterion
The face image quality may also cause the inconsistency issue in attribute recognition.
We investigate 11 typical heuristic features for image quality assessment, which includes
brightness [53], contrast, focus [54], illumination, illumination symmetry, sharpness, com-
pression [55], pose estimation [56], eyes detection, mouth detection and face symmetry. We
empirically assign weights to each individual measure and then add these scores to generate
one nal score for each image, where the weights are shown in Table 3.1. Afterwards, we
select the image with the highest scores for attribute recognition for each subject.
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Table 3.1: The values for image quality weight.
Feature Weight Feature Weight
brightness 0.6 compression 0.7
contrast 0.6 pose 1.0
focus 0.8 eyes openness 0.5
illumination 1.0 mouth closeness 0.5
illumination symmetry 0.9 face symmetry 1.0
sharpness 0.8
3.3.3 Image Fusion
Given the above approaches, through either the probabilistic condence or image quality
criterion, we can improve performance by combining more representations. Taking prob-
abilistic condence as an example, we select the image that has the highest condence.
Furthermore, we select and combine the top 3 or 5 condences for each subject. We use the
majority voting as the nal prediction. Eventually, the attribute recognition performance
can be improved by such a fusion. The same strategy can be applied to the image quality
based as well.
3.4 Experiment
3.4.1 Data
As discussed in Chapter 2, we employ CelebA database for face attributes training. There
are 200,000 images in CelebA, including 10,000 identities, each of which contains around 20
images. For each image, 40 face attributes are labeled, in other words, 8,000,000 attributes
are provided in total on this database. In order to measure the subject level facial attributes,
we annotated 40 attributes on two datasets. One has 293 identities from PaSC [57]. There
are 293 identities from PaSC testing dataset, including 9376 still images (about 32 images
per subject), and 2802 videos (approximately ten videos per person and 100 frames per
video). Another dataset is COX [58], which has 1,000 subjects, 3 videos captured for each
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(a) One identity images from PaSC
(b) Attributes recognition results (c)IM
Figure 3.2: The images show many variations in (a),(b) shows the attributes inconsistency
of the subject. Facial attributes excluding attractive, mouth slight open and smiling (yel-
low bar in (c)) which are depended on each image. However, attributes, like Blond hair,
High cheekbones, Male, which should be consistent but experimental results show incon-
sistent. (c) is the IM results, the higher IM the inconsistency is more serious, e.g. IM for
Month Slightly Open is 100, which means numbers of 0 and 1 are equal.
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subject with 3 dierent camcorders. An interactive tool for annotating facial attributes was
developed, which displayed multiple face images from the same subject. A rater was asked
to check each attribute. Each subject was labeled by 3 volunteers. In order to obtain the
subject level labels, we nalized the labels using a majority voting to get the unique result
for each attribute. Therefore, 1293 subjects with 51720 facial attributes are used in our
experiments.
3.4.2 Deep Training for Facial Attributes Recognition
The details of training processing are described in Chapter 2.
3.4.3 Mutiple Still Images and Videos on PaSC
Even though both still images and videos [57] are from several locations (inside buildings
and outdoors), pose angles, dierent distances, as well as numbers of sensors, some kind of in-
trinsic attributes, e.g., gender, nose size, hair color, face shape, narrow eyes, pale skin, should
be consistent at least for years. In addition, many attributes, such as, arched eyebrows, bald,
bangs, chubby, double chins, goatee, high cheekbones, mustache, receding hairline, sideburn-
s, hair shape, wearing earrings, wearing necklace, wearing necktie, also should not change for
each person during a short time period. However, it would be challenging for face recognition
when these facial attributes become inconsistent.
For still images, i.e., several images for the same subject. We compute the IM for each
subject with each of the 40 attributes, using (6). One subject example for IM is shown in
Figure 3.2. We then concatenate the holistic still images using (3.7) and the whole IM are
given in Table 3.2.
After IM generated, the inconsistency issue is clear in Table 3.2. We addressed the
inconsistency as given in Section 3.3. As a consequence, we obtain a unique result for
each attribute, and achieve 85.6% and 83.0% over 40 attributes based on the two criteria,
respectively, as shown in Table 3.3.
We can also apply the strategies to video frames. The dierence is that while each video
is considered as a subject for the video experiments, rather, each identity is denoted as one
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Table 3.2: Inconsistence Measure on PaSC.
Attributes Still images Video frames
Arched Eyebrows 28.81 31.30
Attractive 5.67 5.51
Bangs 12.71 22.89
Big Nose 0.53 0.34
Bushy Eyebrows 0.28 0.31
Eyeglasses 63.71 60.14
Heavy Makeup 1.98 1.36
High Cheekbones 47.83 50.12
Male 0.19 0.38
Pointy Nose 0.21 0.53
Straight Hair 0.17 0.13
Wearing Lipstick 63.52 42.50
Young 0.23 0.19
subject for still image experiments. There are several videos from the same identity in PaSC;
it makes no sense if we simply combine dierent videos even they are from the same identity,
because dierent videos should have their inconsistency issues. As the preceding analysis,
we compute the highest condence and the highest image quality, respectively. Afterward,
we can provide unique results over 40 attributes for each video. Ultimately, the performance
of videos reached 84.8% and 83.8% based on probabilistic condence and image quality
assessment, respectively, as shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Performance after selection.
Condence Image Quality
PaSC Still 85.6% 83.0%
PaSC Video 84.8% 83.8%
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3.4.4 Videos on COX
The COX [58] consists of 1,000 subjects and three videos for each subject. We focus on
the videos, which contain several frames, and demonstrate the attribute inconsistency issue.
We rst compute the inconsistency from the entire video database on COX, and the IM
is calculated as shown in Table 3.4. Except for some attributes that exist for a short time,
such as Mouth Slightly Open, Smiling, we are still able to nd seven facial attributes that
are inconsistent. As a result, we deploy our approaches to dene these attributes on each
video.
Table 3.4: Inconsistence Measure (IM) on COX.
Attributes Cam1 Cam2 Cam3
Attractive 13.15 9.40 6.97
Bangs 3.6 0 0.68
Eyeglasses 0.34 0.02 0
High Cheekbones 17.68 18.72 24.25
Male 0.51 0.32 0.32
Wearing Lipstick 1.71 0.13 1.29
Young 0.32 0.56 0.02
Similar to PaSC videos, we use the binary decision condence for each frame in each
video, before the nal decision. For each video, we search the most condent frame for
the attribute estimation. On the other hand, there are some variations in each video clip,
such as illumination, pose variation, blur, etc. As a consequence, we adopt the measured
approach for image quality as we described in Section 3.3. After the quality ranking, the
highest quality image frame in each video is taken as input for attribute prediction. The
accuracies over 40 attributes from all three camcorders videos are shown in Figure 3.3.
3.4.5 Results from Fusion
As discussed in Section 3.3, we not only consider the best representation for each subject,
but also improve the performance with fusion. From the probabilistic condence on PaSC,
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Figure 3.3: Attributes accuracy on COX
we nd out the best performance (86.0%) comes up when we consider the top 3 for fusion.
Additionally, given image quality, we gain the best performance with the fusion of top 5, as
shown in Figure 3.4.
From the experiments, we found that it is not true to get a better result with more
images to combine for probabilistic condence criteria. When considering more images, the
chance that images with weak condence dominate the result is increasing. While the top 3
can be fused to achieve the best performance based on probabilistic condence. For quality
assessment, we can see in Figure 3.5, the images keep a high quality through top 1 to 5.
Therefore, the more images we are taking, the better performance we achieve. After fusion
experiments, the accuracy is improved to 86.2% both Still and videos on PaSC.
3.4.6 Correct the Incorrectly Annotated Labels on CelebA
There are 1,000 identities on CelebA testing set. We explore whether there are also in-
consistencies for attributes. Similar procedures as we described on PaSC and COX datasets,
we rst extract the deep feature and proceed the attributes prediction based on each identity.
Computed by (3.7), the IM values are generated as shown in Table 3.5.
Using our methods, we can provide unique attribute description for multiple images of
the same subject. We then check whether there is also inconsistency for the attributes labels
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Figure 3.4: Fusion images from condence and image quality perspective. Better perfor-
mance both stills and videos on PaSC compared to top1.
(ground truth). Dierent from the previous procedures where the outputs are from deep
features, this time we calculate their IM based on the attributes labels and the corresponding
subjects. Following (3.7) , the IM is calculated for the annotated labels as shown in Table
3.6.
From Table 3.6, we can see that the ground truth labels have the inconsistency issue.
Excluding those dependent attributes, Arched Eyebrows, Pointy Nose, and Oval Face, etc.
there is still a relatively high IM which indicates the inconsistency. Our proposed approach
can handle this issue and correct the incorrectly annotated labels.
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Figure 3.5: Image quality ranking examples on PaSC. top 1 to top 5 from left to right.
As we know, labeling data is expensive, but we do need these manual works to service
better performance for deep learning. But how to nd the label's correctness is dicult
and expensive too. Taking the gender as an example, it would take massive human force
to manually check the mistakes for gender annotation. Nonetheless, our method can be
used to correct the errors, as shown in Figure 3.6. We can consider the highest condence
and quality or adopt the fusion idea as we described in Section 3.3, and nally provide the
consistent attribute labels.
Table 3.5: Inconsistence Measure on CelebA.
Attributes IM Attributes IM
Attractive 7.06 High Cheekbones 24.39
Bangs 2.39 Male 6.95
Big Nose 0.07 Mouth Slightly Open 65.47
Eyeglasses 7.25 Smiling 3.36
Heavy Makeup 1.98 Wearing Lipstick 0.54
High Cheekbones 47.83 Young 0.49
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Table 3.6: Label Inconsistence Measure on CelebA.
Attributes IM Attributes IM Attributes IM
5 o Clock Shadow 11.31 Black Hair 27.99 Goatee 6.42
No Beard 11.70 Straight Hair 29.02 Arched Eyebrows 26.63
Blond Hair 13.53 Gray Hair 4.89 Oval Face 35.24
Wavy Hair 35.09 Attractive 31.76 Blurry 11.25
Heavy Makeup 25.18 Pale Skin 7.32 Wearing Earrings 28.22
Bags Under Eyes 28.65 Brown Hair 27.41 High Cheekbones 46.46
Pointy Nose 28.71 Wearing Hat 7.53 Bald 2.73
Bushy Eyebrows 16.42 Male 1.26 Receding Hairline 13.63
Wearing Lipstick 15.53 Bangs 18.93 Chubby 8.01
Mouth Slightly Open 55.50 Rosy Cheeks 11.19 Wearing Necklace 21.45
Big Lips 16.93 Double Chin 7.66 Mustache 4.77
Sideburns 6.66 Wearing Necktie 11.69 Big Nose 19.65
Eyeglasses 8.79 Narrow Eyes 23.53 Smiling 52.77
Young 6.71
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Figure 3.6: The right side shows the attribute labels of one identity on CelebA [3]. Even
though they are from the same identity, the attribute label (Male) has encountered inconsis-
tency. Using our methods, two representations are selected based on condence and image
quality, and we can output the subject-level attribute estimation to correct the incorrectly
annotated labels.
3.5 Conclusion
In this Section, we proposed a novel problem to study and developed methods for facial
attributes from multiple images of the same subject. We illustrated the face attributes incon-
sistence issue when dealing with multiple images or video frames. After that, we developed
two approaches to address the problem using probabilistic condence and image quality as-
sessment. Given these approaches, the unique facial attribute can be computed. Moreover,
the methods can be applied to correct the incorrectly annotated labels in a large database.
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Chapter 4
Mining Semantic Descriptions from
Data for Beauty Understanding
4.1 Introduction
Facial beauty has a large and diverse eect on human social activities, from mate choices
to decision about hiring and social exchange [23]. For example, attractive people have more
dates than less attractive people [24], and people are more satised with their dates who
are more attractive [25]. In a society that is virtually obsessed by beauty, looking unpleas-
ant or dierent can deeply aect self-esteem and result in social isolation, depression and
serious psychological disorders [59{63]. Researchers also pointed out that attractive people
have higher opportunities to be hired than less attractive individuals [26]. Furthermore,
attractiveness even can inuence judgments about the seriousness of committed crimes [27].
Therefore, mining the beauty semantics is a profound work.
Over centuries, facial beauty has been an open target to psychologists, philosophers, and
artists. A signicant portion of studies focused on the perception of facial beauty. What
is Beauty? Psychologists have studied a diverse range of factors from symmetry [28{31],
averageness [32{34], sexual dimorphism [35,36], to some other personality attributions [37].
While the study of facial beauty from psychology has been conducted for centuries, the
study of beauty for computer science is relatively new. However, with the widespread use of
cameras and the popular social media, images are pervasive in all aspects of social life. As a
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Figure 4.1: Overview of approach.
result, computer scientists have designed many advanced image processing algorithms applied
for beauty enhancement (or beautication) based on psychological ndings [1, 38{45]. The
main idea is analyzing the attractive facial geometry features, like shape ratio, symmetry,
texture, etc. Then they train a model to beautify the facial images using machine learning
methods, such as SVM (Support Vector Machine) [64{66], KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors)
[67] and so on. Facial beauty prediction also attracts considerable attentions [46{49, 68].
Researchers extract dierent features, like LBP (Local binary patterns) [69], Gabor [65,70],
AAM (Active Appearance Model), then train auto-raters using supervised learning. The
beauty scores are collected by individual ratings, as labels.
The studies of beautication and beauty prediction signicantly rely on the concept of
beauty, which is dened by psychology. In other words, computer researchers concentrate
more on facial geometry features based on related psychology work. In stead of facial geom-
etry feature, we propose a novel study, demonstrating the correlation between facial beauty
and high-level facial features (e.g., Arched Eyebrows, Nose size, etc.). Authors in [38] pro-
posed that high-level facial features play a critical role in beauty estimation, which motivates
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us to gure out what high-level features are behind of beauty. This study is driven by the
big data explosion as well as the promising performance of deep learning. As the overview
illustrated in Figure 4.1, a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is deployed for facial
attributes training. Then we study the correlation between the massive high-level features
and two large data sets of rated beauty [1, 2]. After computing the correlation, facial at-
tributes are categorized based on beauty level. Finally, we demonstrate both consistency and
inconsistency between psychological studies arches and our ndings from statistical analysis.
After analyzing the correlation, our ndings not only can contribute to psychology study and
make the beauty research more convincing but also are benecial for beauty enhancement.
The major contributions are fourfold:
 Facial attributes in two data sets are estimated using deep neural networks.
 We rst present the correlation between facial beauty and distinct facial attributes.
 We categorize the face attributes based on beauty level, which is benecial for both
face image beautication and medical plastic surgery.
 The approach presents new ndings that agrees with previous facial beauty studies
especially in psychology, and we address some discrepancy between and experimental results
and the psychology studies.
This Chapter is organized as follows. An investigation into facial beauty is demonstrated
in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes our proposed approach. Section 4.4 details the exper-
iments. The further analysis is discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, conclusions and future
perspective are presented in Section .
4.2 Investigation
In this section, we investigate and organize the current studies on beauty from the view
of both psychology and computer science.
4.2.1 Psychology Research on Facial Attractiveness (Beauty)
What is beauty? The question has tackled by the psychologist as well as philosophers for
centuries. The well-known saying Beauty is in the eye of the beholder indicates that individ-
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ual beauty is subjective and unpredictable because of our knowledge of a persons particular
environment and culture. However, across many studies, it has been found that there is a
high cross-culture agreement in attractiveness rating of the face [71{73]. People everywhere
are using similar criteria in their judgment, and there are some universal features about
attractiveness, in other words, the perception of facial beauty is not decided by particular
people but is a global standard.
On this stage, we investigate the beauty factors from the psychological perspective, such
as symmetry, averageness, and sexual dimorphism. Psychologists have addressed that sym-
metry has a positive inuence on attractiveness [30, 74]. Moreover, Galton et al. [32] rst
noted that multiple faces blended together are more attractive than the constituent faces,
which indicates the averaging face is another positive inuence on attractiveness. Addition-
ally, several studies have documented people show a preference for feminine looking faces no
matter what is the actual gender of the face [75{79]. Moreover, some personality traits are
also reported to aect attractiveness. For example, faces shown with smiles rated as more
attractive and as having more positive personality traits than neutral faces [80]. Although
psychologists have analyzed these aspects, exactly what specic features make a face beau-
tiful remains poorly dened. How to validate the standard of beauty based on data science
is still unsolved. The question and missing parts will be addressed in this chapter.
4.2.2 Computational Attractiveness Research
The study of beauty in psychology has been undertaken for centuries, but this study
started in the eld of computer science just a few decades ago. However, the fact that
beauty plays such a pivotal role in society has encouraged computer scientists to research
this eld, which results in various applications springing up recently, especially mobile Apps.
Numbers of researchers have demonstrated their contribution on how to beautify the
still images and to predict facial beauty. Chen et al. [1] proposed a hypothesis on facial
beauty perception. They found out the weighted averages of two geometric features is
better and adopt their hypotheses on beautication model using SVR and have achieved
the state-of-the-art geometric based face beautication. Liu et.al. [81] presented a purely
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landmark-based, data-driven method to compute three kinds of geometric facial features
for a 2.5D hybrid attractiveness computational model. Lu et.al. [82] prosed a facial skin
beautication framework to remove facial spots based on layer dictionary learning and sparse
representation. Leyvan et al. [38] focus on enhancing the attractiveness of human faces in
frontal view. They present face warping towards the beauty-weighted average of the k closer
samples in face space. They also proposed that a small local adjustment may result in an
appreciable impact on the facial attractiveness (partly enhance). It inspires us to nd out
which parts are related to attractiveness so that we can just decorate these small pieces to
beautify, for example, eyes, instead of the whole face. Authors in [83] also address that
high-level features are benecial to beauty prediction, which further motivates us to gure
out which specic attributes aect the beauty. The nding of the high-level features related
to face beauty furthermore can contribute to the beauty enhancement (or beautication).
From our investigation, it is evident that a large, high-quality dataset is required for
facial beauty research, but the biggest scale of the current public dataset is only thousand-
s. Establishing a large facial beauty dataset with variety has always been recognized as a
diculty both nancially and technically. The major challenge is obtaining human ratings
for large-scale images. Even though studies [71{73] indicate that there is a high degree of
agreement in facial beauty, there still exists inconsistence when rating attractiveness scores
from dierent individuals. The larger the score in scales are, the more obvious is the incon-
sistency, and more time is consumed during ratings. The only way to reduce or eliminate
this issue and to obtain a convincing beauty dataset is to involve in more human rater and
apply averaging or voting for each image. That is because even though we are able to build
large face dataset via Internet, the lack of rating scores for sucient variable data set is a
bottleneck. Authors in [84] proposed that most beauty rating systems, as well as those at-
tempting to beautify faces, rely on samples of faces rated at dierent levels of attractiveness
for training or comparisons. Therefore, large beauty face databases should be constructed.
Thanks to [1, 2], we nally obtain a relatively large data sets to progress our work.
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4.3 Approach
As shown in Fig.1 overview of approach: Data preprocessing, attributes training, fea-
ture extraction, correlation calculation are four major steps. All these procedures will be
addressed in this section.
4.3.1 Data Preprocessing
(a) One example for image preprocessing (b) Attributes recognition results
Figure 4.2: One example for image preprocessing and the corresponding attributes results
Before feeding images into deep CNNs, preprocessing is needed for the specic size of
the face images. There are four steps for images preprocessing: face detection, landmarks
detection, alignment, cropping. Constrained Local Model (CLM) [5] is used for face and
landmark detection. After detection, 68 landmarks are provided as shown in Figure 4.2 .
Given landmarks, the eye locations are set to [92,129] (left eye center) and [163,129] (right
eye center) for alignment and then crop the images with the size of 256 *256.
In addition to image preprocessing, beauty scores also need normalization because there
are some inconsistencies when multiple people rate per image and we adopt majority voting
and averaging methods to generate scores from [1,2], respectively.
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4.3.2 Attributes Training
In this paper, we employ GoogLeNet [4] architecture for attributes training. The network
is 22 layers deep (only counting layers with parameters) with nine Inception blocks.
The overview of the training process is shown in Figure 2.6. First, images and attribute
labels are fed into the deep CNNs, features are extracted from Fully Connected layer (FC).
Then 40 random forest classiers are trained for attributes prediction and nal output the
attributes results. More details are described in Chapter 2
4.3.3 Correlation Calculation
After we generated the 40 face attributes as well as the normalized beauty score, our
objective is to study the correlations between attributes and beauty. Pearson correlation
coecient is computed for correlation measurement.
Pearson correlation coecient r is used to investigate the relationship between two vari-
ables. It is calculated by:
r =
Pn
i=1
 
Xi   X
  
Yi   Y
qPn
i=1
 
Xi   X
2qPn
i=1
 
Yi   Y
2 (4.1)
X;Y =
cov (X; Y )
XY
(4.2)
Where cov is the covariance, X and Y are the standard deviation of X and Y , respec-
tively. The values of Pearson correlation coecient is between -1 and 1. If r > 0, it indicates
a positive correlation between X and Y , if r < 0, it indicates a negative correlation. When
r = 0, it indicates no correlation between X and Y [85]. The objective is to analysis how
these specic attributes inuence human beauty after calculating the correlation.
4.4 Experiment
4.4.1 Data
For beauty analysis, we employ two rated data sets for experimental analysis. Chen
et al. [1] built a beauty database with diversied and ethnic groups (we refer to Beauty
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Table 4.1: Beauty Data sets Description
Database Size Ethnicity Gender Scale Rators Normalization
Beauty 799 [1] 799 diverse Only Female 3 25 Voting
The 10k US [2] 2222 Caucasian Female and Male 5 12 Averaging
799). They collected 799 female face images in total, 390 celebrity face images including
Miss Universe, Miss World, movie stars, and super models, and 409 common face images.
They use a 3-point integer scale for rating: 3 for unattractive, 2 for common, and 1 for very
attractive. Each image is rated by 25 volunteers. Another data set is the 10k US Adult Face
Database [2], which consists of 10168 American adults, 2222 faces are labeled on Amazon
Mechanical Turk with 12 respondents. Dierent from rating on Beauty 799 [1], the 10k US
Adult Face [26] use a 5-point integer attractiveness scale, 5 represents the most attractive,
1 is for most unattractive. Details see in TABLE 4.1.
For attributes training, Liu et al. [3] published the labeled CelebA for face attribute
prediction. There are around 200,000 images containing 10,000 identities, each of which has
40 attributes labels. Following the protocol [3], which has three separated parts: 160,000
images of 8,000 identities are used for deep training, and the images of another 20,000 of
1,000 identities are employed to train the random forest. The remaining 20,000 images of
1,000 identities are used for testing.
4.4.2 Facial Attributes Training Settings
Details see in Chapter 2.
4.4.3 Correlation Between Attributes and Beauty
After obtaining facial attributes, the correlation between these attributes and beauty
scores are computed. Since each attribute is a binary decision, the variable for attribute is
either 1 or 0, and the other variable is beauty score. There are some attributes dierences
between females and males related to beauty. The objective is mining the beauty semantics
for both females and males. As a consequence, the experiments are divided into three parts,
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one is for the female, another is for the male and an experiment for both females and males.
Since Beauty 799 [1] only consists of females, we only need to take the whole data set and
conclude the results of the female analysis. However, we experimentally separate female and
male from computing the correlation on the 10k US [2]. Details on correlation computing
are described in the following part.
Details on correlation computing are illustrated in this part. Let Xji denote as the i  th
attribute in the j   th image, n is size of the data set, i is from 1 to 40. Yj is the beauty
score of the j   th image. Applied by equation (1),
ri =
Pn
j=1
 
Xji   Xi
  
Yj   Y
qPn
j=1
 
Xji   Xi
2qPn
j=1
 
Yj   Y
2 (4.3)
Therefore, we are able to compute all correlations including 40 dierent attributes as
shown in Table 2,3,4 and Fig.5. Some attributes are not able to calculate the correlation
because all of these attributes are predicted the same value 0 or 1, then the standard deviation
equals zero. Correlation tells you about how one particular variable varies when the other
variable moves around, however, the standard deviation equals zero implying that variable is
not moving around. As a result, there is no correlation between these two variables. Taking
the double chin attribute as an example, we cannot dene the relationship between beauty
and this feature when all images do not consist of the double chin attribute. Another concern
is that our correlations are not very large, that is because, for each attribute, the output is
a binary classier, the range of variables is poor. To demonstrate this concern, we adopt
a chi-squared test to address there indeed exists relations even if the Pearson correlation is
small. In other words, this correlation is not employed as the classic interpretation, weak
correlation still works in this study.
4.4.4 Changing Attributes for Testing Beauty Dierence
After correlation computed, additional experiments are made to test the dierence when
modifying the facial attributes.
In this experiment, we employ a Deep Feature Interpolation [86] for changing face at-
tributes, and then we manually rank the beauty from these changed images and correspond-
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Table 4.2: Positive Attributes for Attractiveness on Beauty 799
Attribute r Attribute r
Arched Eyebrow -0.110 Heavy Makeup -0.203
High Cheekbone -0.107 No Beard -0.040
Pale Skin -0.010 Pointy Nose -0.010
Wavy Hair -0.062 Wearing Earring -0.047
Wearing Lipstick -0.245 Young -0.088
Straight Hair -0.010
Table 4.3: Negative Attributes for Attractiveness on Beauty 799
Attribute r Attribute r
Big Nose 0.054 Black Hair 0.062
Blond Hair 0.073 Bushy Eyebrows 0.034
Gray Hair 0.034 Male 0.206
Mouth Slightly Open 0.086 Smiling 0.005
ing to their original images. There are two major steps for this interpolation. First, we
generate two lists from CelebA, one consists of the attributes which have positive eects on
beauty based on correlation results, another does not include these. Then we subtract these
two categories as a dierence and feed it into VGG [7] architecture with a target image,
whose attributes are going to be changed. Applying the correlation results, we select 50
images both from Beauty 799 and the 10k US, we then tune dierent parameters in Deep
Feature Interpolation and generate the corresponding images to the originals as shown in
Fig.4. In this experiment, we take high cheekbones as an example, the experimental results
show that the cheekbone is becoming higher with dierent parameters and epochs. However,
the image quality is another concern with iterations increasing. Therefore, the most chal-
lenging work is tuning ideal parameters, and the objective is not only changing attributes
images but the images can keep relatively high quality as well because the image quality also
plays a signicant role in beauty judgment. As a consequence, this is a tradeo based on this
tool [86], heavier modication with lower image quality is shown in Fig4. Thus, the target
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Table 4.4: Beauty Semantics on 10K US
Attributes for Attractiveness Attributes for Unattractiveness
Black Hair Big Nose
Blond Hair Bushy Eyebrows
Heavy Makeup Male
High Cheekbone Mouth Slightly Open
No Beard Straight Hair
Sideburns Young
Smiling
Wearing Lipstick
image with a mildly modied is hand-picked for rating. As we mentioned, there 100 images
in total for ranking. Seven graduate students involved in this ranking work, each volunteer
is asked to pick the most beautiful image from two options, one is original, and the other is
the modied one. After that, we statistically compute the ratio between the actual changing
and the original one as shown in Table 5. We can conclude that our correlation work well
even this tool has some limitations.
4.5 Experimental analysis
4.5.1 Mining Beauty Semantics on Beauty 799 [1]
As we previously mentioned, Beauty 799 data set only consist of females, and the rating
scores (Y) are 1 (very attractive), 2 (common), and 3 (unattractive). Applied above Pearson
Table 4.5: Identical Beauty Semantics on both Data Sets [1, 2]
Attributes for Attractiveness Attributes for Unattractiveness
Heavy Makeup Big Nose
High Cheekbone Bushy Eyebrows
No Beard Male
Wearing Lipstick Mouth Slightly Open
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Figure 4.3: . Not only considering the whole database, the studies of female ,male are
illustrated, respectively
correlation interpretation, take Arched Eyebrows as an example, its r equals -0.11 which
indicates Arched Eyebrows has a negative correlation with beauty score (Y). Since Arched
Eyebrows only can be chosen 0 or 1, specically, it indicates when people have the attribute
of Arched Eyebrows (1), the beauty score (Y) is going down, but small beauty score (Y)
represents more attractive (from original rating). Therefore, the attributes with negative r
have a positive impact on beauty. As a result, as shown in Table 2, we are able to generate
all the correlations between face attributes and beauty degree on Beauty 799 [1].
From Beauty 799 data set, rst, we can conclude that people who have such attributes,
like, Arched Eyebrows, Makeup, High Cheekbone, No Beard, Pale Skin, Pointy Nose, Straight
Hair, Wavy Hair, Wearing Earrings, Wearing Lipstick, Young, are more attractive. On the
other hand, it is recognized as less attractive when people have these attributes, such as Big
Nose, Black Hair, Blond Hair, Bushy Eyebrows, Gray Hair, Male, Mouth Open, Smiling.
However, it should be pointed out that there are some inconsistencies when a person has all
these attributes. For example, usually an attractive person is not able to show Straight Hair
and Wavy Hair simultaneously, but it indicates that both Straight Hair and Wavy Hair have
a positive inuence on attractiveness in this data set.
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4.5.2 Mining Beauty Semantics on 10k US [2]
Dierent from Beauty 799, the 10k US Adult Face Database [2] contains more images and
consists of both males and females but only Americans. The scales of beauty score in 10k US
Adult Face Database [2] are ve levels, and 1 indicates the least attractive, 5 indicates the
most attractive. After attribute features extracting, the correlation between beauty score
and attribute feature is computed by Pearson Correlation as shown in Fig. 4.3, and positive
correlation suggests people with these attributes have a positive impact on beauty in this
scenario.
As previously mentioned, we divide three parts for analyzing the beauty semantics on
the 10k US [2]. When considering the whole data set including both female and male (see
in TABLE 4.4), the attributes with Black Hair, Heavy Makeup, High Cheekbone, No Beard,
Smiling and Wearing Lipstick are positive to a persons beauty. On the other hand, these
attributes including Big Nose, Blond Hair, Bushy Eyebrows, Male, Mouth Slightly Open,
Straight Hair as well as Young have a negative impact on beauty. That is the general beauty
semantics conclusion on the 10k US.
More specically, when we experimentally study the beauty semantics only using female
face images, Blond Hair and Sideburns are considered as the positive eect on beauty besides
the general results as we discussed above. On the other hand, apart from the general negative
attributes, the attributes with Black Hair and Bushy Eyebrows for female are negative to
beauty. When studying the male beauty, we nd out all those attributes which would
increase beauty still have a positive eect on beauty except Blond Hair, instead, Blond Hair
is considered as an unattractive attribute for male's scenario. Also, the attributes which are
negative for beauty are same as the whole data sets results.
4.5.3 Feminine Features for Beauty
Not only are we able to conclude the objective beauty semantics using data statistics,
but there is another interesting nding that feminine features are recognized as more attrac-
tive compared to masculine features. From psychological perspective, there are considerable
evidences that feminine features increase the attractiveness of male and female faces across
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dierent cultures [75{79]. In our experiment, the attributes that Makeup, No Beard, Wear-
ing Earrings, Wearing Lipsticks are the naturally feminine feature, at least most males would
not adopt them. Therefore, it is a consistent interpretation that these attributes have a pos-
itive eect on attractiveness both from our statistical results and psychology. Besides, there
is a gender attribute named Male of which the prediction is reliable tested in CelebA from
our deep model (95% accuracy). However, we found an interesting result that some females
are estimated as males from the prediction model in Beauty 799 database, which indicates
those females have some masculine features (Male tendency) that confused the machine.
Furthermore, this Male bias attribute decreases the attractiveness from the correlation anal-
ysis. That is a contrary evidence that turns out feminine features increase the attractiveness
based on our nding.
4.5.4 Inconsistent and Identical Beauty Semantics
As aforementioned, there are some intrinsic dierences between these two databases [1,2].
As a result, the semantical results have some inconsistencies. Some interesting ndings are
illustrated: the US adults have a preference on Black Hair and Blond Hair but not on
Straight Hair, which turns out an opposite conclusion to the results from Beauty 799. This
phenomenon might be aected by environment, dierent culture might have some slight
preference for hair color and shape. Apart from the inconsistency crossing the inter-database,
in 10k US, we point out that Black Hair and Bushy Eyebrows are considered as attractive
attributes referring to the male results. However, it is an absolute reverse when it comes
to female results, both Black Hair and Bushy Eyebrows have a negative eect on beauty
understanding. Another inconsistent attribute is Blond Hair between females and males, for
females it is recognized as a positive attribute on beauty, but it is negative for males.
Even some inconsistencies occur in [1, 2], there still exists some identical semantics for
both positive and negative on attractiveness in [1, 2]. The attributes that identically play a
positive or negative role in beauty from these two relatively large data sets are summarized
in TABLE 4.5. For example, these attributes: Heavy Makeup, High Cheekbones, No Beard,
Wearing Lipstick would increase attractiveness (Beauty). However, the attributes with Big
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Nose, Bushy Eyebrows, Male bias (refer to the female), Mouth Open have a negative impact
on attractiveness.
Additionally, these results are conducted by large data statistics, and there are some
opposite conclusions between the studies of psychology and our experiments. Smiling is
considered as an attractiveness attribute from psychology research [80], but we regard smiling
as an unattractiveness attribute from Beauty 799 [1]. Another failure is 'young,' that is
unreasonable to be recognized an unattractiveness attribute from the 10k US Adult Face [2].
Both 'smiling' and 'young' have been shown there is an inconsistency between these two data
sets. That is what we need to continue to deal with in the future.
4.6 Conclusion
In this paper, rstly, we address how beauty aects our social outcomes. We then in-
vestigate the current studies on facial beauty both from psychology and computer science
points of view and point out their weakness. Our novelty is mining semantic descriptions
for beauty understanding by computing correlation between beauty and specic attributes.
Our study not only can provide the data-driven evidence for psychological beauty studies
but more signicantly, reveals the high-level features for beauty semantics which are ben-
ecial for beauty enhancement. Although there are some inconsistencies between the two
data sets [1,2] due to the data variations, many identical semantics are categorized based on
beauty level. This paper is a novel to guide further studies of beauty using the big data.
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Chapter 5
Summary
This nal chapter is to summarize the conclusions of this thesis.
Chapter 2 proposes the deep training for facial attributes. It briey introduces the success
of deep CNNs in computer vision. The training processing including image processing and
deep training settings are discussed.
Chapter 3 presents a novel question : how to address facial attributes in multiple images.
Two methods are developed when subject-based attributes inconsistence occurs. Experi-
mental results show that the proposed methods not only can handle multiple images but
also can correct the incorrectly annotated labels.
Chapter 4 focuses on mining semantic descriptions from attributes for beauty understand-
ing. The correlation between facial attributes and beauty scores on two dierent datasets
is studied. Experimental results show that the beauty semantics are categorized by facial
attributes and correlate the psychology study.
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